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Multi-layered multi-material finite element 
for crashworthiness studies
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Valenciennes Cedex 9, France
bPam System International, 20, rue Saarinen—Silic 303, 94588 Rungis Cedex, France

The materials used in the field of ground transportation are becoming increasingly complex and it is usual to find numerous composite 
parts. The potential for utilization is generally verified through the numerical simulations, especially due to the increase in severe safety 
criteria. This paper deals with a finite element intended to describe numerically the behaviour of multi-layered multi-materials (combination 
of metallic and composite plies). A complete description of this element is presented with the taking into account of the resin ductility and the 
asymmetrical tension/compression behaviour for composite plies. The latter are performed by the introduction of an isotropic hardening law 
and a compressive multiplier depending on strain. Some numerical validations will be produced to verify the developments.
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1. Introduction

Composite materials have benefited from a remarkable
growth in the field of transportation, such as aeronautic,
aerospace, automobile, etc. Indeed, their advantages in
low density and high specific properties give this type of
material an increasingly important role. Therefore, new
materials, particularly multi-layered multi-material, have
emerged. In most cases, they are a combination of metallic
and composite plies but it is also possible to incorporate
them with foam materials. Many experimental studies
have shown the importance of composite materials applied
to the reinforcement of metallic components [1,2],
especially in regard to their energy absorption capabilities
and weight saving.

Today due to severe safety criteria, standard confor-
mity, component behaviour prediction, etc. numerical
simulations are being intensively developed, principally
in the domains of transportation. So to foresee the beha-
viour of such metallic/composite materials, it seems para-
mount to have a reliable tool for rapid dynamic numerical
simulations.

A new finite element has been developed within Pam
Crashe software [3], in collaboration with Engineering
Systems International and Pam System International firms.

It allows the possibility of taking into account elastic plastic
damaging behaviour for metallic plies and elastic damaging
behaviour for composite plies. For these plies, two models
are available: firstly, the composite ply is considered as a
whole (homogeneous model [4,5]) and secondly, the beha-
viours of fibres and matrix are distinguished separately
(bi-phase model [6–8]).

Most of the conducted numerical validations permit the
necessary confirmation of such a finite element. Therefore,
other types of ply (foam, fabric composite, etc.) have been
integrated and this element currently offers a more vari-
able panel for describing materials used in the fields of
transportation.

However, the research program is restricted to the
composite ply description and particularly to the homo-
geneous model optimization. Indeed, the complexity and
diversity of these materials or the loading on structures
implies that an elastic damaging model is sometimes not
refined enough to account for experimental phenomena.
For example, the matrix ductility, the strain rates or the
delamination could have an effect on composite ply beha-
viour. With a view to integration of the strain rates depen-
dence on composite behaviour, a plasticity algorithm and an
asymmetric behaviour in tension/compression have been
added to the element 131 for homogeneous model com-
posite ply.

This paper starts with a presentation of the multi-layered
multi-material finite element. Then it continues with a theo-
retical part concerning plastic phenomena of resin and
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asymmetrical compression/tension behaviour. After that,
some examples of numerical validations are given. They
are based on a tensile test on a�^45�2S laminate, a three-
point dynamic bending on a�02 902�S composite plate and
an axial compressive test on steel/composite materials.
These specific tests highlight the accuracy of the numerical
achievements according to the described phenomena
(matrix ductility for the tensile test, compression for the
bending test and whole behaviour for the axial compressive
test). Finally, the conclusions will guide future studies
through a planned methodology in order to introduce strain
rates effects for the composite ply.

2. Presentation of the multi-layered multi-material
element

This element [3] is a shell of the Mindlin/Reissner type. It
includes in-plane motion and features bi-linear interpolation
functions with four nodes, which possess six degrees of
freedom. Three different types of ply have been generated.
The first two plies (metallic and “bi-phase” composite)
derive from the descriptions of explicit code available. In
addition, the last one (“homogeneous” composite) has been
integrated in order to propose another approach for the
composite material.

Each of these plies possesses individual mechanical
characteristics and a single integration point located in the
middle of the shell. Thus, the stacking and the nature of
component materials are reproduced inside the shell
element.

2.1. Metallic ply modelling

Metallic plies [9,10] display an elastic plastic behaviour,
initially isotropic. The elastic behaviour is defined via
Young’s modulus, Poisson’s ratio, the shear modulus, and
the thickness of the ply, whereas the plastic behaviour is
given by a stress-strain curve data. This curve is defined via
seven points, for each of them the plastic tangent modulus
and plastic stress is entered (Fig. 1). This type of plasticity
definition permits the use of an analytical strain rate law that
is here a Cowper–Symonds method:

s sy 1 1
_e

D

� � 1=p
!

�1�

wheres y is the yield stress,_e the strain rate andp andD are
parameters.

2.2. Composite ply modelling

Two possibilities are available to describe composite ply
behaviour. The first method (bi-phase model) allows fibres
and matrix behaviour to be distinguished; composite beha-
viour is then considered as the superposition of effects from
the two phases. The second method (homogeneous model)
proposes an overall description of the ply.

2.2.1. Bi-phase model
The bi-phase model [9,10] is a model of heterogeneous

materials adapted to unidirectional composite materials
reinforced by continuous fibres. This model [6,7] was intro-
duced due to a crash behaviour study of car made entirely in
composite [8]. Essentially, the key lies in distinguishing the
two elementary layer components: fibres (uni-dimensional
phase) and matrix (orthotropic phase) (Fig. 2).

Consequently, each phase features its specific rheological
characteristics: fibres have a unidirectional behaviour that is
brittle elastic with damage whereas the matrix has behaviour
which is brittle orthotropic elastic or elastic damaging. A
description of each law is given in tensile and compressive
responses considering the composite asymmetric behaviour.

The effects’ superposition of each phase allows the
formulation of the material rigidity. However, stresses are
calculated separately for each of these phases and damage

Fig. 1. Multi-linear stress–strain law for metallic plies.

Fig. 2. Bi-phase composite model.
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can be propagated independently according to the selected
criteria.

The description of behaviour of phases requires the
knowledge of intrinsic composite elastic properties in the
three directions of space (Young’s modulus, shear modulus,
Poisson’s ratio). These characteristics are obtained through
tensile, compressive, and bending tests on specific
laminates:

• tension and compression tests on an unidirectional
composite with fibres at 0, 45 and 908;

• tension tests on laminated�02 906�S materials; and
• tension tests on unidirectional and laminated notched

materials, etc.

Elastic data of each phase [9,10] are obtained from the
intrinsic elastic properties of the constituents and fibre
volume fractiona f (Eq. (2)). The data obtained may be
reduced with the hypothesis of isotropic transverse behaviour.

E f
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After the elastic phase, damage inside the material is

related to a drop of fibres and/or matrix rigidity. The two
phases possess new moduli (Cd) which can be found linearly
during loading from elastic moduli (C0) and scalar damage
parameter (d) according toCd C0�1 2 d� (Fig. 3). The
damage parameter (d) can be expressed as the sum of volu-
metric damage (dv) due to a volumetric equivalent strain
measure and shear damage (ds) due to a shear equivalent
strain measure. The evolution of damagesdv andds is linear
between the threshold values of strain (e i, e l and eu) and
asymptotically reaches a value of one.

2.2.2. Homogeneous model
As opposed to the previous model, this modelling [4,5]

proposes some homogenization of the elementary layer. In
addition, it considers that composite behaviour in direction
fibres is the same in tension and compression.

Damage is taken into account by two scalar variables (d
and d0). The latter expresses displayed experimental
phenomena. The parameterd quantifies the damage which
comes from the dissociation of fibres and matrix whereas the
parameterd0 is related to the damage due to the micro-
cracking of matrix parallel to the direction of fibres (Fig.
4). That is the reason the parametersd andd0 are applied,
respectively, to shear and transverse modulus.

However, tensile and compressive transverse responses
must be distinguished. Indeed, micro-cracks grow when
the composite ply is under tensile transverse loading, but
they close up in the other case. Moreover, modelling also
includes the rupture of fibres. Nevertheless, this rupture rate
is determined by considering the longitudinal strain limit
because rupture of representative layers is brittle in most
cases.

So the assigned moduli are calculated from the initial

Fig. 3. Determination of bi-phase model damage.
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shear modulusG0
12 and initial transverse modulusE0

22

according to:

E22 E0
22�1 2 d 0� if s22 . 0

E22 E0
22 if s22 # 0
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12�1 2 d�
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Expression of the elementary ply behaviour is given by:
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where

kal1

a if a . 0

0 if a , 0

(
and kal2

0 if a . 0

a if a , 0

(

Thenon-damaging thresholds� �Y and �Y 0� for the elemen-
tary layer are given by Eq. (5). The multiplication factorb
from Eq. (5) allows the representation of coupling between

shear and transverse effects.
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Moreover, laws of the damage evolution are chosen as being
linear:

d
k �Y 2 YOl1

YC
if d , 1 and �Y0 , Y 0S and �Y , YR

elsed 1

d 0
k �Y0 2 Y 0Ol1

Y0C
if d 0 , 1 and �Y0 , Y 0S and �Y , YR

elsed 0 1

�6�

Y 0S and YR have been introduced to limit the evolution of
non-damaging thresholds�Y and �Y0; in time. Indeed, ruptures
can be reached even befored andd0 reach “one” value.

Elastic characteristics (Young’s modulus, shear modulus,
Poisson’s ratio) and parametersYO, YC, Y0O, Y0C, YR, Y0S
and b result from four experimental characterization tests
(Table 1).

2.3. Validations of multi-layered multi-material finite
element

In order to validate the developments achieved concerning

Fig. 4. Damage modes inside elementary ply for the homogeneous model.

Table 1
Data parameters corresponding to the appropriate experimental test

Rupture tensile
test on [0]8

Cyclic tensile
test on [̂ 45]2S

Cyclic tensile
test on [̂ 67.5]2S

Cyclic tensile
test on [145]8

E11 G12 E22 Check ofG12 andE22

n12 fracture limit YC Y0C Check ofYC andY0C
e11 YO Y0O Check ofYO andY0O

YR Y0S
b
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this finite element, an experimental campaign has been
followed [3,11]. It concerns the dynamic bending of alu-
minium/composite plates [12] and axial compressive tests
on steel/composite tubes [13]. In this part, the summary of
results demonstrates the necessity of such an element.

2.3.1. Three-point dynamic bending
The tested plates�300× 200 mm2� are a combination of

aluminium (Al 2017TA) and glass E/epoxy composite
(30% of fibres). The characteristics of the materials issued
from experimental tests are presented in Table 2.

The stacking of plies appears under three shapes:

• [Al 0 Al 0 Al]—mark S—;

• [Al 90 0 Al 90 0 Al]—mark NS90/0—; and
• [Al 0 90 Al 0 90 Al]—mark NS0/90—.

A mass of 12 kg (trapezoidal shape) impacts these plates
under different velocities (4, 6.3 and 6.7 m/s) inside a verti-
cal testing bench (Fig. 5). Experimental results include
absorbed energy, applied loads, and maximum deflection
determined from the displacement and accelerator sensors.

The behaviour of this multi-layered multi-material is
numerically reproduced using element 131 (including bi-
phase model and homogeneous model) and the super-
position of two shell elements (the previous solution before
the creation of element 131). The adopted meshing, boundary
conditions, etc. are summarized in Fig. 6. Fig. 7 shows two
major points. First, the numerical results derived from new

Table 2
Data parameters required for the numerical simulations of the dynamic bending test

Glass E/epoxy (30% of fibres)

Aluminium Bi-phase model Homogeneous model

Density 2790 kg/m3 1620 kg/m3 1620 kg/m3

Young’s modulus E � 72748 MPa E11 � 553 MPa E11 � 22753 MPa
E22 � 1653 MPa E22 � 1955 MPa

Shear modulus G12 � 6487 MPa G12 � 6487 MPa
Poisson’s ratio n � 0:34 n12 � 0:23 n12 � 0:23
Yield stress sy � 227 MPa – –

Multi-linear law
for metallic ply or
damage
parameters for
composite plies

Fibres Matrix

E1 � 25090 MPa Y
C
� 1:924 MPa1=2

s1 � 355 MPa e f
i � 1:90% em

si � 1:349%em
vi � 0 YO � 0:189 MPa1=2

E2 � 640 MPa ef
l � 1:95% em

sl � 1:354%em
vl � 0 Y0

C
� 1:935 MPa1=2

s2 � 355 MPa e f
u � 2:00% em

su� 1:420%em
vu � 0 Y0C � 0:375 MPa1=2

E3 � 181 MPa df
i � 0:001 dm

si � 0:001dm
vi � 0 b� 1:672

s3 � 416 MPa d f
u � 0:999 dm

su� 0:210dm
vu � 0 Y0S � 0:181 MPa1=2

(No strain rate law input) YR � 0:618 MPa1=2

eR
11 � 2:1%

Impact mass

Plate set in its
support

Displacement
& accelerator
sensors

Reinforced
concrete slab

Fig. 5. Experimental testing bench.
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element 131 come closer to experimental results because the
real multi-layered multi-material behaviour is more suitably
taken into account. Indeed, the discrepancy between results
of the new finite element and superposed shells shows that
the last one does not provide a sufficient solution in order to
describe the right material rigidity. Secondly, some experi-
mental facts such as delamination could also not be
described adequately. Indeed, results for plates marked
NS0/90 have suffered from ply detachment because of the
crash. Some studies are in progress to predict this type of
degradation.

2.3.2. Axial compression of square tubes
The tested tubes�250× 60× 60 mm3� are a combination

of one layer of steel (E24) reinforced by two, three, or four
layer of glass E/epoxy composite (fibres are at 08). The
section and thickness are constant from the beginning to

the end of tubes. No defaults are introduced in the creation
of these tubes in order to initiate any effects. Table 3 gives
the characteristics for both material types.

A mass (shape of a parallelepiped) of 264.4 kg crashes
against tubes from a height of 2 m providing a velocity of
6.26 m/s. The testing bench and the sensors are the same as
previously noted. Therefore, the experimental results of
interest are maximum crushing displacements, maximum
forces, time elapsed until maximum crushing, etc. Fig. 8
summarizes the numerical modelling approach. As for the
three-point dynamic bending test, a quarter of tube is
modelled due to the symmetry conditions.

The results from the numerical simulations (Table 4)
allow the same conclusions as for the three-point dynamic
bending test. The values of maximum displacement or of the
applied mean force generate an error of no more than twelve
percent compared with experimental values.

Fig. 6. Quarter meshed plate of the three-point dynamic bending test.

Fig. 7. Maximal deflection results for the different cases of study.
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2.4. Conclusions on presentation of element 131

Experimental studies and numerical validations permit
the conclusion that the development of such a finite element

is necessary to describe rapid dynamic multi-layered multi-
material behaviour. Indeed, results generally show errors of
less than twelve percent, and this forms an accurate vali-
dation. However, some new problems have appeared during

Table 3
Date parameters required for the numerical simulations on the axial compressive test

Glass E/epoxy (30% of fibres)

Steel Bi-phase model Homogeneous model

Density 7800 kg/m3 1620 kg/m3 1620 kg/m3

Young’s modulus E � 200000 MPa E11 � 553 MPa E11 � 22753 MPa
E22 � 1653 MPa E22 � 1955 MPa

Shear modulus G12 � 6487 MPa G12 � 6487 MPa
Poisson’s ratio n � 0:3 n12 � 0:23 n12 � 0:23
Yield stress sy � 250 MPa – –

Multi-linear law
for metallic ply or
damage
parameters for
composite plies

Fibres Matrix

E1 � 49560 MPa YC � 1:924 MPa1=2

s1 � 290 MPa e f
i � 1:90% em

si � 1:349%em
vi � 0 YO � 0:189 MPa1=2

E2 � 12390 MPa ef
l � 1:95% em

sl � 1:354%em
vl � 0 Y 0C � 1:935 MPa1=2

s2 � 310 MPa e f
u � 2:00% em

su� 1:420%em
vu � 0 Y 0C � 0:375 MPa1=2

E3 � 4375 MPa df
i � 0:001 dm

si � 0:001dm
vi � 0 b� 1:672

s3 � 345 MPa d f
u � 0:999 dm

su� 0:210dm
vu � 0 Y 0S � 0:181 MPa1=2

E4 � 2000 MPa YR � 0:618 MPa1=2

s4 � 365 MPa eR
11 � 2:1%

E5 � 437:5 MPa
s5 � 785 MPa
Strain rate law:
Cowper–
Symonds
D � 802 s21

p� 3:585

Fig. 8. Quarter meshed box with boundary conditions.
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these experimental tests. Matrix ductility, compressive load-
ing non-integrated for homogeneous model, etc. need to be
implemented in order to better control numerical simu-
lations and their accuracy, especially for entire composite
sample.

3. New elastic plastic damaging behaviour for
homogeneous ply

In some cases of stacking, loading, etc. the ductility of
resin can have a strong effect on composite behaviour. For
example, if experimental conditions allow a weak loading of
fibres, the behaviour of the resin “will be prevalent”. More-
over, some studies on strain rate dependency are carried out
in parallel. The first conclusions point to the high sensitivity
of strain rate in previous cases where ductility of resin is
dominant. It motivates the search for a better description of
composite ply behaviour before the introduction of strain
rate sensitivity.

It has also been decided to introduce the asymmetrical
behaviour frequently noticed for tensile and compressive
loading in the direction of fibres. Indeed, this could provide
a difference in longitudinal Young’s modulus because of
fibre micro-buckling, micro-defaults at matrix/fibres inter-
face, and fibres misalignments.

The integration of plasticity is proposed in the following
parts as well as an account of asymmetrical tension/
compression behaviour.

3.1. Plasticity integration for homogeneous model of
element 131

Studies concerning the plasticity of the elementary ply
still draw inspiration from the modelling developed by
Ladevèze [4,5]. The elastic damage model is identical to
the model previously described. However, here the total
strain is composed as a sum of elastic strain and plastic
strain:

etotal eelastic1 eplastic �7�
Elastic domain is described owing to a criteria functionf
chosen under a general form of Von Mises criteria, which is
related to anisotropic materials. This function depends a
priori on principal stresses. However, high rigidity of fibres

locks plastic flow in their direction. Therefore, criteria func-
tion depends only on transverse and shear stresses. Effective
stresses permit an agreement to plasticity/damage coupling:

~s 11 s11 ~s 22
ks22l1

1 2 d 0
1 ks22l2 ~s 12

s12

1 2 d
�8�

Plastic strain evolution is described in accordance with an
isotropic hardening law (Eq. (9)). This choice is arbitrary
but it allows the evaluation of resin ductility at the first
approximation for dynamic studies. Moreover, it permits
the simplifying of experimental characterization for newly
introduced parameters.

R bpm 1 R0

b;m : material constants

p : effective plastic strain

R0 : initial yield stress

8>><>>: �9�

In consequence, criteria function is:

f f � ~s ;R�
����������������������
~s 2

12 1 a2 ~s 2
22 2 R

q
�10�

b , m, a2, andR0 parameters are characteristics depending on
materials and evaluated experimentally.

The choice of isotropic hardening law implies that it is not
necessary to add extra experimental tests. EvenR0, b , and m
are found from the existing teston laminate [^45]2S, which isa
“quasi-pure” shear case. So, from each load/unload cycles,R
andp (by integration) can be found simply (Eq. (11)). Then
linear interpolation of the curve logRversus logp gives the
necessary coefficients of the hardening law.

R
s12

�1 2 d� 2 R0 _p _e p
12�1 2 d� �11�

As for weighting between transverse and shear stresses
(a2), the different load and unload values from the cyclic
tensile test on the laminate [1 45]8 allow its calculation:

a2 _ep
22�1 2 d 0�2

2 _ep
12�1 2 d�2 �12�

3.2. Asymmetrical tension/compression behaviour for
homogeneous model of element 131

During compressive loading, laminates can suffer from

Table 4
Error percentage between experimental and numerical results for square tubes

Number of shell elements for
numerical simulation: 600

Homogeneous model Bi-phase model Experiment

Numerical
values

Error with
respect to
experiment (%)

Numerical
values

Error with
respect to
experiment (%)

Maximum displacement (mm) 157.23 6.98 157.11 7.05 169.03
Mean force (N) 3018.60 4.53 28362.53 10.29 31615.8
Maximum crushing time (ms) 50.00 0.40 45.70 8.96 50.2
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non-linear rigidity losses. This is generally a consequence of
micro-buckling of fibres. Indeed, the misalignment of fibres
or the micro-defaults at fibres/matrix interface can strongly
influence the emergence of micro-buckling. Therefore,
compressive behaviour must be distinguished from tensile
behaviour.

Drop in Young’s modulus—or secant modulus because
any damage appears in this direction—is a linear function of
compressive stress [14]. The linear coefficient is calledg . A
similar approach has been introduced using the longitudinal
strain:

Ecompression
11 < Esecant Einitial compression

11 �1 1 gEsecante11�
�13�

Therefore, Young’s modulus is given by Eq. (14) if during
calculation a compressive load is detected.

Ecompression
11 < Esecant Einitial compression

11

1 2 gEinitial compression
11 e11

�14�

Finally, the fact that the strain of rupture could be different
in both cases of loading is also taken into account.
Consequently, a new parameter is added to measure this
compressive rupture strain rate.

3.3. Numerical validations of leading development
concerning element 131

This part starts with some examples about the integration

of the newness added to the homogeneous model. They are
related to:

• the tensile test on laminate [̂45]2S;
• the three-point dynamic bending test on a plate entirely in

the composite;
• the previous axial compressive test on the steel/

composite tube.

Note: Table 5 gives the materials properties derived from
the new composite experimental characterization. The latter
are used for all following numerical simulations.

3.3.1. Tensile test on laminate [^45]2S

The tested composite material is a glass E/epoxy with
55% of fibres. This sample test piece has been chosen
because plastic flow is predominant due to this type of resin.

Fig. 9 effectively shows the necessity of taking into
account plastic phenomena. An error appears in more than
fifty percent of cases if there is no partition of total strain. Of
course, this is a “limit” case because in practice, structural
parts that use this laminate under the same loading con-
ditions are rarely the same as this case. However, this
suggests that plastic phenomena cannot be set aside and
that the elastic/plastic damaging algorithm is advised in
order to avoid problems of this type.

3.3.2. Dynamic bending on laminate [902 02]S

This experimental test shows the advantage of taking into
account a different behaviour in tension and compression.
Indeed, the plastic phenomena are not prevalent for this

Table 5
Data parameters required for the numerical simulations of the dynamic bending test

Elastic parameters Damage parameters Plastic parameters Compressive parameters

r � 1970 kg=m3 YC � 2:128 MPa1=2 R0 � 14:62 MPa E11 � 27260 MPa
E11 � 43340 MPa YO � 0:169 MPa1=2 b � 436 g � 6:272× 1026 MPa21

E22 � 11180 MPa Y 0C � 2:922 MPa1=2 m� 0:3247 eR
11 � 3:0%

G12 � 3959 MPa Y 0O � 0:169 MPa1=2 a2 � 0:3633
n12 � 0:31 b� 1:715
eR

11 � 1:5% Y 0S � 0:380 MPa1=2

YR � 1:368 MPa1=2

Fig. 9. Tensile test on a [̂45]2S glass E/epoxy (60% of fibres). Fig. 10. Applied force versus deflection for dynamic bending plate.
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plate configuration. The composite used possesses a
Young’s modulus and a limit rupture strain that differs by
about 40% for the tensile and compressive values. There-
fore, the previous modelling overestimates the rigidity of
the plies that are in compression. Damage grows pre-
maturely and implies that the composite plate is ruined.
The rupture deflection is less important than the case of
new modelling (Fig. 10).

Nevertheless, the rupture is not correct in both cases.
Indeed, this type of test permits the appearance of delami-
nation between lower plies. Micro-cracking appears parallel
to fibres inside lower layers. It causes a change of the
composite rigidity. Actually, the finite element could not
describe this effect but studies are in progress.

3.3.3. Axial compressive test on steel/composite tube
For this last example, the tube is composed of one layer of

steel (E24) and two layers of composite at 08(glass E/epoxy
with 55% of fibres). The numerical simulation conditions
are identical to before: the dimensions of the tube are 200×
60× 60 mm3

: The same experimental testing bench (mass
264.4 kg, impact velocity 6.26 m/s) and the same measure-
ment system are still used. Both the models—elastic
damaging and elastic plastic damaging—have been used.

For this type of test, both integrated phenomena appear.
The loading allows the resin ductility to express itself, and

Fig. 11. Crushing displacement curves.

Fig. 12. Kinetic, internal and total energies curves.

Fig. 13. Contour of plastic effective strain.
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part of the specimen is in tension and part of it is in com-
pression along the direction of fibres, during loading.

The crushing displacement (Fig. 11) becomes higher than
the one predicted by the previous model. Indeed, kinetic
energy is dissipated less quickly because of total strain par-
tition (Fig. 12). The damage is calculated here not with total
strains but with “real” elastic strains. As the contour of
effective plastic strain shows (Fig. 13), plastic flow becomes
important since the composite layers have practically plasti-
cized�p < 6% at the end of calculation).

4. Conclusions and future prospects

The field of transportation is showing an increasing trend
in the usage of numerical simulations. Indeed, the prediction
of structures behaviour represents one of the major concerns
in order to satisfy the increasingly severe safety criteria.
Therefore, the use of new materials, such as multi-layered
multi-material, needs a particular numerical description.

The finite element displayed in this paper agrees with the
requirements related to the study and the utilization of this
type of material. The stacking of varied constituents is taken
into account owing to the ply concept. These plies possess
an accurate behaviour law in accordance with the nature of
material used: for the metallic plies, an elastic plastic law
that can integrate the strain rates effects is available. In the
other case, i.e. for the unidirectional composite plies, it is
possible to obtain an elastic damage law. Most of the
numerical simulations show that there is a close connection
between numerical and experimental results. This fact
confirms the necessity of the development of such a finite
element.

This paper also shows the improvements that have been
made to the behaviour law of homogeneous composite ply.
These improvements are composed, on the one hand, of the
integration of the plastic phenomena essentially due to
the resin; and on the other hand, of the taking into account
of the asymmetrical behaviour in the fibre direction for the
tensile and compressive responses. Thus, this element
includes a large panel of behaviours in agreement with the
nature of composite material: more or less brittle and ductile
behaviours and fibres action which are more or less impor-
tant. The conclusions emanating from experimental studies
and numerical validations point out that such an algorithm is
a precious precaution for better accuracy, control, etc. of the
numerical simulations.

The future prospects issued from the studies purposed in
this paper actually concern the strain rates effects and the
delamination for unidirectional composite materials. These
two phenomena seem to play a very important role in the
behaviour of materials during dynamic impacts. Conse-
quently, studies are in progress on these two subjects.
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